E6850 EL EQUIPO AAHHGG (SPAIN, 1989)
(Other titles: The Eeehh Team)

**Credits:** director, Jose Truchado; writers, Mariano Ozores, Jose Truchado.

**Cast:** Antonio Ozores, Maximo Valverde, Kimbo, Juanito Navarro, Fedra Lorente.

**Summary:** A parody of The A-Team set in a contemporary Spain. Anibal (Ozores), Mudok, Félix (Valverde) and M-30 (Kimbo) are ex-members of a US commando unit in the Vietnam War. Wanted by the police all over the world, they survive as a soldiers of fortune. This time, they are going to help Anibal’s old friend (Navarro) in a fight against another old friend from Nam: Sergeant Mulligan (Lorente).

No known reviews. Information from the Internet Movie Database.